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Nanovoid formation in helium-implanted single-crystal silicon studied byin situ techniques
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In situ transmission electron microscopy and thermal desorption spectrometry have been employed to ob-
serve the evolution of vacancy-type extended defects and the corresponding helium state in helium implanted
single crystal silicon during thermal ramp annealing. The structural evolution, starting with the formation of a
platelike cluster of highly pressurized helium bubbles and ending in an empty nanovoid, is performed con-
serving the total volume of vacancy-type extended defects forming each cluster. Structural adjustments occur
by surface diffusion inside each cluster following a migration and coalescence mechanism in presence of high
pressure helium for 350 °C,T,570 °C. A conservative Ostwald ripening is observed for 570,T,700 °C in
presence of helium desorption.
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INTRODUCTION

The thermal evolution of the damage associated with
plantation of helium ions into crystalline silicon has be
investigated either for the basic aspects concerning the de
production and the subsequent recovery or for the possib
of the process to modify the material and produ
nanostructures.1–5 The main features are associated to
very low transferred momentum during the helium-silic
collision which produces mostly localized Frenkel pairs, a
to the very low solubility of helium in crystalline silicon
which activates segregation and precipitation phenome
Then an important role on the evolution of the damage d
ing heat treatments is played by the mutual interactions
vacancy and interstitial type defects with the implant
specie in the presence of the constraint due to the cry
lattice. These interactions lead to the formation of pecu
defective structures, i.e., ‘‘bubble,’’ ‘‘cavity,’’ and ‘‘void.’’
Bubble refers to a nanometer sized, almost spherical h
and cavity refers to a hole having defined crystallograp
facets; both kind of defects are believed to contain heliu
On the contrary, void refers to an equilibrium, facette
empty hole. These defects show typical contrast behavio
out-of-focus transmission electron microscopy~TEM! im-
ages that allow their recognition.1,2,4,5

Strong efforts have been recently done to understand
damage evolution in helium implanted silicon upon anne
ing. It has been demonstrated that void coarsening, obse
in high temperature (700,T,1000 °C) annealed sample
follows a migration and coalescence~MC! mechanism.6

Thermal desorption spectrometry~TDS!, being an in situ
technique, has given quantitative information on helium st
during the annealing on the basis of reasonable assump
on helium-helium interaction and vacancy-type def
evolution.5 On the contrary, the comprehension of the stru
tural evolution and its correlation with helium content is s
missing although it would represent an issue for a comp
structural characterization of the Si~He! system. In factex
situ TEM analyses carried out on low-temperature annea
samples (200,T,700 °C), have shown the presence of
temperature-dependent, complex heterogeneity of heli
0163-1829/2004/69~16!/165209~6!/$22.50 69 1652
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related vacancy-type extended defects,5,7–9 but only specula-
tive descriptions on their evolution have been reported.

The major problem encountered in modeling the syst
evolution from these data is the lack of experimental inf
mation concerning how the different structural variants tra
form each other to form a void and how helium atoms infl
ence these structural changes. A deep knowledge on
evolution would be relevant not only from a fundamen
point of view, but also for application fields where a contr
of size, distribution, and arrangements of voids are
quested. In this paper we present results about the two m
actors of the structural reaction, i.e., vacancy-type exten
defects~studied byin situ TEM! and helium~detected by
TDS! obtainedjust duringnanovoid formation upon annea
ing under the same conditions, i.e., a thermal ramp.

EXPERIMENTAL

Single crystal@001# oriented Czochralski grown-silicon
wafers have been implanted at the liquid nitrogen tempe
ture with a dose of 131016 cm22 of He1 ions at an energy
of 20 keV; this dose is slightly higher than the threshol
(;831015 ions/cm2) for void formation after high tempera
ture annealing. Plan view samples used forin situ TEM an-
nealing experiments have been prepared by mechanical
ning and ion milling. Before the final thinning from the bac
side of the samples, approximately 50 nm of silicon ha
been milled from the surface by argon sputtering. This tre
ment has allowed us to obtain electron transparent a
completely embedding the damaged layer~centered at a
depth of about 200 and 80 nm thick!. The in situ TEM an-
nealing experiments, from room temperature to 700 °C
2 °C/min, have been performed on a Philips CM30 TE
operating at 300 keV, using a GATAN 652 heating specim
holder. Images have been recorded on a GATAN 794 mu
scan charged coupled device~CCD! camera using low dose
illumination condition in order to minimize possible dis
placements of silicon atoms which could be induced by h
angle, elastically scattered electrons. This is a small cro
section scattering process in silicon10 whose effect, even for
300 keV electrons, can be reasonably excluded avoiding h
©2004 The American Physical Society09-1
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current density irradiation. The effectiveness of both spe
men preparation procedure and choice of the TEM illumi
tion condition has been checked by comparing the def
observed in samples annealed in furnace with the ones
served in preliminaryin situ experiments.

TDS measurements have been performed from room t
perature to 700 °C at 2 °C/min, at a pressure of ab
1024 Pa in operative conditions, while the sample has b
heated by contact with a stainless-steel bar, whose contro
temperature has been monitored by a Chromel-Alumel th
mocouple. Silver paint has been employed to ensure g
thermal contacts between sample, thermocouple, and he
The helium desorption has been evaluated by measuring
gas flux through the turbo-pump vacuum system~sample
chamber volume 23103 cm3, pumping speed for helium
370l s21).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The TEM image of the as implanted sample@Fig. 1~a!#
does not show bubbles.In situ TEM annealing does not pro
duce appreciable variation in the recorded images unt
temperature of about 250 °C is reached, Fig. 1~b!, where
strain contrast centers are detected. The image reporte

FIG. 1. ~a! Image of the as-implanted sample: no bubbles
detected.~b! Image of the sample recorded at a temperatureT
5250 °C: some strain centers are detected.~c! Bubbles and bubble
clusters are observed atT5300 °C. ~d! Clusters are well defined a
T5350 °C. Clusters labeled A, C, D are~001! face on, whereas
cluster B is~010! edge on.~e! High magnification image of cluste
A showing its ‘‘granular structure.’’~f! High magnification image of
cluster B showing the discontinuous nature of the platelet form
the core.
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Fig. 1~c! (T5300 °C) shows that the contrast details a
clusters of nanometric bubbles which are better defined a
a further temperature increase@T5350 °C, Fig. 1~d!#. This
image shows that the clusters lie parallel to both~001!
face-on plane~clusters labeled A, C, and D! and ~010! @or
~100!# edge-on planes~cluster labeled B!. The presence in
the same frame of~001! face-on and~010! edge-on clusters
showing at the end of the annealing process similar sh
and surface area, will allow us to obtain a three-dimensio
picture of their structural transformation. In particular im
ages of cluster B will be considered the ‘‘cross-section vie
of the face-on cluster A. Enlarged views of cluster A@Fig.
1~e!# and cluster B@Fig. 1~f!# show the internal structure o
the clusters: the face-on view shows a tangle of bubbles
bubble aggregates of irregular shape; the edge-on v
shows the ‘‘core’’ of the cluster formed by bubble aggrega
having ~010! mean habit plane and surrounded by a stro
strain field evidenced by the elliptically shaped contr
fringes. Due to their aspect ratio and according to literat
of ex situexperiments5,7–9 the defects forming the core ca
be classified as ‘‘platelets.’’ By combining the structural i
formation coming from Figs. 1~e! and 1~f! we can describe
the three dimensional structure of the bubble cluster
formed by a multiplatelet core surrounded by a ‘‘bubble
mosphere’’ bonded to the cluster by the strong strain fi
produced by the cluster itself.

The field of view shown in Fig. 1~d! has been followed by
TEM imaging during the overall experiment up to 700 °C
the relevant images are reported in Figs. 2, 3~a!, and 4. In
particular, Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! show two image sequence
relative to the temperature-induced evolution of clusters
and B, respectively.

For 360,T,425 °C a coarsening of the bubble aggr
gates forming the cluster is observed; this process produc
better definition of their shape@Fig. 2~a!#. The corresponding
images in Fig. 2~b!, show the increase of both the minor ax
~hereafter called thickness! and the major axis~hereafter
called length! of the platelets forming the core. This proce
appears due to the coalescence among platelets forming
core and bubble aggregates~having either platelet or bubble
shape! surface connected with them@Fig. 2~b!#; consequently
for T5425 °C the edge-on view of the cluster clearly sho
a continuous core formed by a large single platelet@Fig.
2~b!#. A further temperature increase produces the prog
sive thickness increase of the platelet located near the ce
of the cluster@Fig. 2~b!# and the separation of the platel
with the small platelets and bubbles at the boundary@Fig.
2~a!#. For T5455 °C the cluster core is formed by high
an-isotropic cavities bounded by$100% and inclined facets
@Fig. 2~b!# having their greatest axis along the two^100&
directions of the~001! plane@Fig. 2~a!#.

For 455,T<570 °C a coalescence process between c
ties located near the center of the cluster is observed@Fig.
2~a!#. When the cavities completely merge, then a planeta
like structure is formed8,9 which is characterized by a single
large central cavity surrounded by a loop of small caviti
The corresponding images reported in Fig. 2~b! show the
shape changes of the central cavity, performed by reduc
the length and increasing both the thickness and the sur
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FIG. 2. Image sequences of
single bubble cluster taken in th
temperature range 360<T
<700 °C. ~a! face-on cluster@la-
beled A in Fig. 1~d!#. ~b! Edge-on
cluster @labeled B in Fig. 1~d!#.
The trace of the@100# direction is
the same as in Fig. 1~d!. The scale
mark is the same for all figures
Labels on each picture indicate
the temperature (°C) at which th
image has been recorded. Th
structural modification path from
a bubble cluster to a planetarylik
cavity cluster and finally to a void
is shown. The evolution of surface
area of both the face-on an
edge-on cluster can be measur
directly from these sequence o
images. Strain fringes surroundin
the cluster are observed forT
,650 °C.
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area. An enlarged view of the edge-on cluster atT5570 °C
is shown in Fig. 3~a!. This cavity is bounded by low-energ
$100% and higher-energy inclined facets, thus suggesting
over-pressurized helium atoms are still trapped inside.
crystallographic trace analysis applied to this image sugg
the presence of$113% facets; this suggestion has been co
firmed by high resolution electron microscopy~HREM! im-
aging performed on@110# cross sections of samples annea
ex situat 500 °C for 2 h@Fig. 3~b!#. These images have als
shown that the small cavities forming the peripheral ring
generally bounded by low energy$111% and $100% facets.

FromT5580 °C up to the maximum temperature reach
during the experiment (700 °C) the images reported in Fig
16520
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show the continuous shrinkage of the small cavities and
corresponding shape changes of the central one, typical o
Ostwald ripening~OR! mechanism. In addition the contra
fringes observed in Fig. 2~b! show a progressive attenuatio
which can be ascribed to a strain relaxation phenomena
fact at 700 °C the aspect ratio of the central cavity reache
approximately unitary value corresponding to the low
stress, lowest energy, equilibrium tetra-kaidechaedral sh
typical of a void in silicon.2 It is worth noting that the final
values of the face-on and edge-on surface area are very c
each other~270 vs 300 nm2).

In Fig. 4 are reported some relevant images of the wh
field of view recorded by the CCD camera during thein situ
9-3
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experiment. From these images it is evident that the st
tural modifications producing a single void occur only insi
each cluster, i.e., very short range diffusion is operative
addition it is worth noting that, even though the presence
TEM sample surfaces could make the kinematics of the s
tem evolution different from the one obtained byex situob-
servations, nevertheless, due to the short range characte
of the structural modification, it seems reasonable to ass
that the observed phenomena are not dominated by the

FIG. 3. ~a! Enlargement of the image relative to the edge-
cluster B recorded at 570 °C. The trace on the sample surfac
edge-on$100% ~black and vertical white lines! and inclined$113%
planes are reported.~b! High-resolution image obtained from
@110# cross section of a sampleex situannealed at 500 °C for 2 h. In
this image the trace of$001%, $113%, planes faceting the large cav
ties, and the$001% and$111% planes faceting the smaller ones can
observed edge on, thus uniquely identified.
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ternal surfaces. This implies that the evolution observed d
ing in situ TEM analysis represent the structural features
be related to TDS experiments.

In order to correlate structural features with helium st
inside the sample, quantitative data on total surface are
vacancy-type extended defects forming the face-on clus
and core surface area of the edge-on cluster, obtained f
Fig. 2, are reported in Fig. 5. The total surface area of
face-on cluster decreases with the temperature~from about
2400 to 270 nm2); almost an opposite trend is found for th
surface area of the edge-on cluster core. In addition, as e
picture recorded during the thermal treatment shows both
face-on and the edge-on cluster, the total volume of vacan
type extended defects of the cluster can be determi
for each annealing step. Approximating the small bubb
having unresolved facets to sphere and larger platele
voids to polyhedron of basis surface area and lateral sur
area directly determined from Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respec-
tively, it is found that the total volume of the vacancy typ
defects of the cluster is conserved~approximately 6500 nm3)
during the structural evolution leading to the single vo
This evidence strongly suggests that, after the volume
crease of vacancy type extended defects observed du
platelet formation (300– 360 °C), the structural changes
cur mainly by surface diffusion inside each cluster witho
additional interstitial ejection.

of
-
l
e
r.
FIG. 4. Large field of view im-
ages of thein situ TEM experi-
ments. Different clusters are vis
ible, proving that the structura
changes from platelet to void ar
confined inside a single cluste
~a! T5360 °C, ~b! T5435 °C,
~c! T5475 °C, ~d! T5540 °C,
~e! T5570 °C, ~f! T5605 °C,
~g! T5650 °C, ~h! T5660 °C,
~i! T5700 °C.
9-4
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We can then conclude that from a structural point of vi
the analysis of the evolution of a single cluster of vacan
type extended defects, shows a reaction path based on d
MC for 360,T<570 °C followed by a conservative OR a
higher temperature when the largest cavity of the planet
like cluster changes its shape increasing its volume at
pense of the smaller ones by keeping constant the total
ume of the vacancy type defects forming the cluster. Thi
the first direct experimental evidence of such phenomen
Si~He! system whose existence has been supposed in
literature.8

To correlate structural evolution and helium behavi
TDS experiments have been performed applying the s
thermal ramp to the as implanted sample; the TDS spect
is superimposed to the TEM data in Fig. 5. In the lo
temperature range (T,350 °C) a helium desorption peak
observed centered atT5260 °C. It is generally accepted tha
this emission is not related to the phenomenon of voids
mation since it has been observed even in very low d
samples containing only unstable vacancy clusters which
neal out with thermal treatment.11 According to literature11

this emission peak is ascribed to the helium release from
innermost helium distribution tail where the vacancy conc
tration produced by the ion implantation process is very l
and a suitable ratio between vacancy and helium atoms
centration is not reached. During further temperature
crease (260,T,450 °C) helium desorption reaches a min
mum. Comparison within situ TEM images shows that th
corresponding structural variant in crystalline silicon are
platelets, thus indicating that these defects are cracks op
by almost two dimensional helium precipitates stressing
silicon matrix. The pressure inside a platelet can be estim
of the order of 10 GPa according to literature12 and assuming
silicon shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio equal to 64
0.28 GPa, respectively. This morphology is generally o
served in second phase precipitation when the elastic co
bution to the system free energy dominates with respec
the surface energy one. In the Si~He! system the source o
the elastic energy is the high pressure exerted by the trap

FIG. 5. Spectrum of helium effusion and quantitative data
tracted from the TEM images reported in Fig. 2~all the data are
normalized to their maximum values!. The first peak observed in
TDS is not related to voids formation as it has been observed als
low dose samples where voids do not form. The total volume
vacancy-type extended defects forming the cluster~‘‘cluster vol-
ume’’! is conserved during the overall experiment.
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helium atoms inside the platelet; the driving force for heliu
trapping is the energy gain, about 1 eV,5,11 of the transforma-
tion from the solid solution phase to the precipitate phas

The further heat supply induces the helium effusion fro
clusters represented by the large helium emission dete
for T.450 °C. The shape and the relatively low temperat
of the emission peak is consistent with an heterogene
distribution of bubbles and cavities containing highly pre
surized helium@low pressure permeation occurs at least
700 °C~Ref. 11!#. These data are in agreement with the h
erogeneous morphologies of vacancy-type extended de
observed inside each cluster. In particular, it seems saf
ascribe the emission in the temperature region 450 °C,T
,570 °C to high pressure helium atoms trapped inside
small platelets or isolated bubbles which merge into the c
tral part of the cluster to form planetarylike structures. T
high-temperature emission (T.570 °C) can be ascribed t
helium atoms trapped inside the cavities of the planetary
structures where the small cavities are emptied first, t
becoming unstable voids that annihilate into the larger o

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion in this paper the evolution from a cluster
helium bubbles to a single voidduring annealinghas been
reported, merging the structural changes and the helium
havior obtained byin situ techniques. It has been found th
the void, the structural variant observed when helium is
most completely effused from the surface, is the final state
a structural reaction starting with the formation of a high
pressurized cluster of bubbles having a plateletlike co
whose adjustments are performed inside each cluster
conserving the total volume of vacancy-type defects of
cluster. For 360,T,570 °C, in presence of negligible he
lium effusion, by imaging of vacancy type extended defe
it has been possible to observe the operating coarse
mechanism of the structural reaction which is MC by surfa
diffusion.

At higher temperature, when planetarylike clusters
cavities are formed, the structural modifications, which
this temperature range are associated to helium effusion
clude both the dissolution of small cavities and the sha
modification of the larger ones; a conservative OR ins
each cluster seems to be operating. Shape changes are
fore determined by a balance between the elastic free en
stored in the matrix due to helium precipitation, which pr
fers platelet morphology, and surface free energy, which
minimized by spherical and faceted shape when helium
desorbed. Some of these results~role of the stress field in
voids formation, constant reaction volume! represent impor-
tant hints for future experiments aiming to control voi
nucleation for their exploitation as template for buried nan
structure in silicon.
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